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Laundry. Floors and Surfaces
Hygiene Procedures
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Make sure all staff know how to care for a child whose clothing is soiled with blood or
body fluids
If appropriate, place soiled clothing in a sealed waterproof bag for the parent
to collect and launder at home
Decontaminate fabrics that may be contaminated with germs using detergent and hot
water washing (at least 60°C)
If lower temperatures are necessary, consider adding a chemical disinfectant to the wash
to destroy the germs
Be aware that dry cleaning does not inactivate all germs, e.g. hepatitis B
Use products that remove organic residues (e.g. faeces, urine and blood stains) from
fabric as they could harbour germs
Launder cloths and towels used in the kitchen separately from clothes and bed linen
Wash hands after contact with soiled linen
Make sure dirty laundry is transported and stored safely
Make sure children cannot gain access to the laundry
Vacuum carpeted areas regularly and steam clean the'm periodically
Disinfect floors regularly, especially where babies/ 6~\,y6uiig 9tlild~e~ p,Jayor crawl .P.,

Wear disposable gloves to clean spills of blood anp )J9g,y fI~ids
Use disposable towels to wipe up the spill and-discard in a plastic bag
Disinfect all surfaces contaminated with bodY fluids immediately and put any waste into a
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plastic bag for disposal -: ..~: .."-. ~
After removal of spillage, clean area with a freshly prepared solution oT detergent and
water
Wash hands after removing gloves
Ensure disinfectant is stored in a locked cupboard after use .
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Don't
x
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House the washing machine in a food preparation area if possible
Rinse soiled fabrics. Flush any solid material (e.g. vomit, faeces) into the toilet and then
put items in the washing machine, using the pre-wash cycle followed hy a hot wash
Store clean laundry where it may become contaminated by
dirty laundry
Use bleach products on carpets or wooden surfaces, or in confined unventilated areas.
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